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Overview 

Phase 1 - Cross Application Visibility 

BigFix reporting of Carbon Black Response/Protect installations 

Phase 2 - Securing the Endpoint 

● BigFix Tamper Protection 

○ Insider Threat - The “BESKiller”  

● BigFix CB Protect Connector 

○ Banned File Cleanup 

 



Phase 1 - Cross Application Visibility 

The ability to use BigFix to check CB Protect and Response installations provides 

valuable information on the endpoint for users with varying management 

capabilities. 

Report on the agent version and ensure that the service is installed/running 

Verify the CB management server and what policy is applied on the endpoint 

Installation configuration of both CB products 

Validation that machines are able to communicate to respective environments 

Vlookup with CB server to see installation differences (labs, network changes, etc) 

 



Phase 2 - Securing the Endpoint 

The “BESKiller.exe” - BigFix Agent Tamper Protection 

 

Internal Employee trying to avoid corporate mandated deployment 

Created an application that stopped the BigFix agent from running 

Detected users behavior with internal tools that detected process manipulation 

(now can be detected with a CB Response Watchlist) 

Detected by IT, reported to HR for policy violation and mandate avoidance, no 

longer with the company 

 



The BigFix CB Protect Connector provides integration between the two product to 

better secure the endpoint 

Phase 2 - Securing the Endpoint 
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Banned Files in CB Protect 

There are different ways that files are banned 

CB Protect Event Rules - Files seen as malicious 

by CB Protect auto banned 

Publisher Bans - Software publishers of 

Adware/Malware/Torrents/etc 

Intelligence Feeds - Proactive ban of file hashes 

identified through numerous feeds 

“Other” Sources - CB Response, Licensing 

Violation, etc 

Banned Files 

in CB Protect 



BigFix CB Protect Connector 

Service is installed on the 

CB Protect Server that 

takes the banned file  

information and creates a 

BigFix task for each file 

hash. 

Regular Interval Checks 

so new banned files are 

added to BigFix 

automatically 

BigFix CB 

Protect 

Connector 

Automated job creation 

with proper relevance and 

action script to remove 

the banned file 

 



BigFix cleanup of banned files 

As part of the configuration of the connector all 

banned files appear in their own custom site.   

Relevance and Action Script are automatically 

generated 
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